
Please share Tiddler with your child. If you do not have a copy, you can watch this 

animated version: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pBRT5vsfE3U. Other stories to share about 

creatures under the sea are: Rainbow Fish, The Snail and the Whale  

 

 

   

  
 

 

 
 

  

Create a story map and then 

re-tell the story. Try to use 

connecting words such as 

Then, Next, After a While 

Create many factfiles on 

different animals to make 

a book. 

Practice Counting in 2’s 

(pairs of flipflops) and 5’s 

(Starfish) 

Watch this video 

https://www.youtube.com/wat

ch?v=hXtrIy95V80 and look at 

the different ways the creatures 

move. Can you move like them? 

Watch this video to explore 

the coral: 

https://www.youtube.com/watc

h?v=J2BKd5e15Jc  

Then find out where in the 

world the coral reef is. 

The coral Reef is endangered. 

Find out why and create a 

poster asking people to help 

protect it. 

Pretend to be a scientist. 

You are recording the 

number of fish you see. 

Watch this video 

https://www.youtube.com/watc

h?v=hXtrIy95V80and record 

what you see….. 

Design your own sea 

creature. 

 

Write three sentences to 

help retell the story. A 

beginning, middle and the end. 

Research a sea creature 

and find out some facts. 

Make notes about the 

facts in simple words or 

pictures. 

Using facts gathered 

already, create a factfile 

about a sea creature 

Use playdough to mould and 

shape Sea Creatures 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pBRT5vsfE3U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hXtrIy95V80
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hXtrIy95V80
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J2BKd5e15Jc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J2BKd5e15Jc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hXtrIy95V80
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hXtrIy95V80


Please share Tiddler with your child. If you do not have a copy, you can watch this 

animated version: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pBRT5vsfE3U. Other stories to share about 

creatures under the sea are: Rainbow Fish, The Snail and the Whale  

    

    

    

Ordering numbers on fish 

1-20 

 

What days of the week are 

mentioned in the story. Can 

you order them? 

 

What times are mentioned 

in the story. Use a clock to 

make these times and other 

times.  

 

Create a ‘tall’ tale which 

Tiddler could tell. Write it 

and illustrate it. 

 

How Fish Breathe 

Experiment 

 

Salt Water Density 

Experiment 

 

Complete the read and 

colour sheet. 

 

Make an origami fish. 

 

Listen to The Aquarium by 

Saint Saens- 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=a4lmvXYRfa4 Think about 

what creatures or scene is 

being portrayed and draw, 

paint, or sculpture it. 

 

Complete Little Fish up to 

20 sheet 

 

Make 3D shape fish and 

then find out which is a 

cone, cube, cuboid, pyramid. 

Next go on a shape hunt. 

 

Frozen Sea Science 

Experiment 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pBRT5vsfE3U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a4lmvXYRfa4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a4lmvXYRfa4


 







 

_______ 

Description: 

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

____________ 

Habitat: 

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

_______________ 

Diet: 

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________ 

Other interesting facts: 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

__________ 
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Can you make 8 playdough legs for the octopus?
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Can you make playdough

 teeth for the shark?
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Can you make some playdough starfish?
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Can you make playdough bubbles around the clown fish?
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Can you make some

playdough legs and flippers

for the turtle?



Coral reef facts for kids 
To find out more….. https://kids.kiddle.co/Coral_reef  

A coral reef is a type of biotic reef developing in tropical waters. Although corals are major contributors to the overall framework 

and bulk material comprising a coral reef, the organisms most responsible for reef growth against the constant assault by ocean waves 

are algae, especially, although not entirely, species of red algae. 

Water temperature of 20–28 °C (68–82 °F) is an optimal range for proper growth and health of coral reefs. Coral reefs are found in 

all oceans of the world, except the Arctic Ocean, generally between the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn, because reef-

building corals live in these waters. 

https://kids.kiddle.co/Coral_reef
https://kids.kiddle.co/Reef
https://kids.kiddle.co/Tropical
https://kids.kiddle.co/Coral
https://kids.kiddle.co/Red_alga
https://kids.kiddle.co/Celsius
https://kids.kiddle.co/Fahrenheit
https://kids.kiddle.co/Tropic_of_Cancer
https://kids.kiddle.co/Tropic_of_Capricorn


On the World Map below, colour in Great Britain. England the country we live in is in Great Britain. 

Now research where the coral reefs are and colour in those on your map. 

Compare where the Coral Reef are to Great Britain . 

Our World 



Counting in 2’s and 5’s 



Design Your Own Sea Creature
Using the given part of a real sea creature below, create your own fantasy 

one by using different parts of other creatures!
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Read and Colour

1.

 
The octopus is pink.

2.

 
The crab is red.

3.

 
The starfish is orange.

4.

 
The seahorse is yellow.

5.

 
The shark is blue.

6.

 
The sea coral snake is 

red and yellow.

7.

The angel fish is blue. 
The fins are yellow.

8.

 
The clown fish is  

orange.

9.

 
The fish is blue.

Read the sentence on each box and colour the picture to match the sentence.



Origami Fish

You will need: 

• 1 square piece of paper 
(at least 12cm x 12cm)

• black felt tip pen

1. Fold the two diagonals. 2. Turn the paper 
over and fold the 
vertical and the 
horizontal line. 

3. Hold the paper 
on both sides and 
push it together at 
the folded lines. 

4. This creates a triangle. 5. Fold the right corner 
to the middle to 
create a fin. 

6. Finally fold the left 
corner on top of the 
right corner. Turn 
around the fish and 
use your black pen 
to draw an eye.

visit twinkl.com







Days of the Week
Cut out the days of the week and put them in the correct order in the boxes 
below. The first day has been filled in.

Monday

Saturday Thursday

Wednesday Tuesday

Sunday Friday

visit twinkl.com


